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Finnish Pronunciation Learn how to pronounce Finnish . These Finnish lessons were written by
Josh Pirie. Need more Finnish? Try the Introductory Finnish Language. Rule 1: Words ending
with a Consonant-Vowel-Consonant Pattern (Review Consonants and Vowels) One-syllable
words: ED = If the word ends in a CVC pattern, it gets a. Here, you will find free phonics
worksheets to assist in learning phonics rules for reading. These free worksheets are printable
and designed to accommodate any.
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Rule 1: Words ending with a Consonant-Vowel-Consonant Pattern (Review Consonants and
Vowels) One-syllable words: ED = If the word ends in a CVC pattern, it gets a. Finnish
Pronunciation Learn how to pronounce Finnish . These Finnish lessons were written by Josh
Pirie. Need more Finnish? Try the Introductory Finnish Language.
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With these words, we usually double the final consonant before adding -ed or - ing.. CCSS
Code(s):: L.3.2; Grade Levels: 2nd and 3rd Grade, Grades K-12 . Why do some words get double
consonants while other don't?. ED = If the stress is on the second syllable, the word gets a
double consonant + ED. ING = If the . 2nd Grade Spelling Words. Unit 21. The Doubling Rule.
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